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The Atlantic meridional overturning circulation (AMOC) is an important3

component of Earth’s climate system and has both high- and low-frequency4

components. It is currently unclear how best to estimate the past, current,5

and future state of the AMOC given a short observational record and some-6

times widely differing coupled-climate model results. We show that a novel7

data assimilation (DA) approach that operates across multiple time scales8

can be used to robustly estimate the AMOC. Through a series of idealized9

and pseudoproxy DA experiments, we find that the AMOC is most skilfully10

reconstructed by incorporating observations of the climate system across mul-11

tiple time scales compared to using observations at short (monthly to an-12

nual) or long (decadal) time scales alone. Our results also indicate that the13

AMOC may be estimated based solely on atmospheric observations or prox-14

ies.15
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1. Motivation for Multi-time Scale Data Assimilation

The Atlantic meridional overturning circulation (AMOC) is a major contributor to16

poleward heat transport in the North Atlantic, possibly playing an important role in17

the decadal to multicentennial variability of the climate system [e.g., Delworth and Zeng ,18

2012]. The AMOC has also been implicated as the prime player in abrupt climate changes19

during the Pleistocene glacial cycles [e.g., Alley , 2007] and may impact future climate in20

response to global warming [Rhein et al., 2013]. However, given the short and spatially21

limited observational record of the AMOC it is difficult to properly characterize its multi-22

scale variability [Rhein et al., 2013]. Additionally, forecasts of decadal climate variability,23

featuring the AMOC as a central component, are partly an initial-value problem requiring24

accurate initial states [Kirtman et al., 2013; Troccoli and Palmer , 2007; Pohlmann et al.,25

2009; Matei et al., 2012; Robson et al., 2012; Sakaguchi et al., 2012]. Here we show that a26

novel coupled atmosphere–ocean data assimilation (DA) technique is able to provide multi-27

time scale AMOC state estimates for decadal climate predictions and for paleoclimate28

reconstructions.29

For modern-era decadal climate prediction, reliable observations with relatively small30

errors in the atmosphere and ocean are available for assimilation. Despite this availability,31

obtaining an accurate characterization of the AMOC remains a challenge, particularly32

with respect to its low-frequency component in the absence of deep-ocean observations33

[e.g., Zhang et al., 2010]. However, Tardif et al. [2013] suggests that these challenges34

can be overcome by assimilating time-averaged observations because time averaging high-35

frequency observations improves the signal over noise in the covariance relationship with36
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the slowly-varying overturning circulation. This framework may be extended to a multi-37

scale approach, where both slow and fast AMOC variability are recovered. Because the38

high-frequency variability of the AMOC is mostly wind-driven, while low-frequencies are39

more closely associated with ocean density anomalies [Hirschi et al., 2007, 2013], it may40

be the case that different observables have distinct covariability signatures across time41

scales. Information across time scales can then be leveraged by incorporating multi-scaled42

observations into a DA framework.43

Besides characterizing the current state of the AMOC for climate prediction, we may44

also extend the “observed” AMOC time period by reconstructing the AMOC from land45

and ocean proxy data with DA. Many proxy-only reconstructions of the AMOC have been46

performed [e.g., Gherardi et al., 2009], although such reconstructions tend to be based47

on only a few proxy locations and the reconstructions do not incorporate dynamical48

constraints. Only a few studies have attempted AMOC reconstructions that combine49

model and proxy data in some way. Ritz et al. [2013] estimated the AMOC during the50

last deglaciation via a linear regression method by relating the strength of the AMOC in51

Earth System Models of intermediate complexity to temperature reconstructions based52

on data from Antarctic ice and marine sediment cores. Those papers that have assessed53

inverse or DA-based reconstructions of ocean circulation have often seen limited success54

[e.g., Gebbie and Huybers , 2006; Huybers et al., 2007; Huybers and Wunsch, 2010], with55

suggestions that current proxy data may be too noisy to bound AMOC intensity within56

a factor of two [Huybers et al., 2007]. One recent study [Kurahashi-Nakamura et al.,57

2014] had more positive results by reconstructing target AMOC states from a general58
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circulation model using an adjoint method; however, they found that without sufficiently59

accurate prior knowledge of the ocean state, sparse ocean proxy data may be insufficient60

to constrain the AMOC.61

This paper provides the first DA-based algorithm and results for climate reconstruction62

across multiple time scales. Incorporating multiple time scales is critical because pale-63

oclimate proxies range across widely different time scales. High resolution paleoclimate64

proxies such as tree rings or corals can provide annual or seasonal information, whereas65

lower resolution proxies such as sediment cores can provide anywhere from annual to66

millennial scale information depending on the core and its location [Bradley , 2014]. As67

discussed by Hanhijrvi et al. [2013], most paleoclimate reconstruction techniques cannot68

handle multiple time scales and so they often use either low or high frequency proxies69

alone. When datasets having multiple time scales are used together, typical approaches70

have been to coarsen high resolution proxies [e.g., PAGES 2k Consortium, 2013] or to71

linearly interpolate low resolution proxies to a “higher resolution” [e.g., Marcott et al.,72

2013].73

2. Assimilation Technique

We employ an ensemble square-root Kalman filter, applied to time averages (see [Steiger74

et al., 2014] for a detailed algorithm and fuller discussion of DA terminology). We extend75

the technique of Dirren and Hakim [2005], Huntley and Hakim [2010], and Steiger et al.76

[2014] by iteratively applying the state-update equations across multiple time scales by77

leveraging the serial observation processing approach to the Kalman filter. Below, we78
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present a general algorithm that allows one to assimilate any collection of observation or79

proxy data, including irregular time averages:80

1. Construct a prior (“background”) ensemble xb at the highest temporal resolution81

of interest (e.g., monthly or annual), or a collection of them with one for each time step82

(e.g., monthly or annual ensembles assigned to particular months or years).83

2. Loop over observations and assimilate each at their own time scale:84

(i) Decompose the prior ensemble(s) that overlap in time with the observation y into85

time averages (overbar) and deviations from this average (prime) via xb = xb + x′b, such86

that the time-average of xb matches the time scale of y.87

(ii) Estimate the observation via the forward model H(xb) and update the time av-88

eraged ensemble(s) xb
DA−−→ xa, with xa as the posterior (or “analysis”) time-mean ensem-89

ble(s).90

(iii) Add back the time-deviations, x̂b = xa + x′b, which can serve as the prior(s) for91

another observation.92

Note that if y shares the same time scale as xb, then the method is the same, but with93

x′b = 0.94

3. After all observations have been assimilated, the ensemble mean of x̂b provides the95

best estimate of the state for each time step of interest.96

We now discuss two illustrative implementations of this algorithm, the second of which97

we happen to employ for the experiments in this paper. For the first illustration, consider98

a paleoclimatic situation where the observations are a collection of annual proxy data and99

also proxy data representing irregularly averaged climatic information. Prior ensembles100
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can be composed of annually averaged climate states that have been randomly drawn from101

a long climate simulation and initially assigned to each year of a reconstruction. Following102

the steps outlined above, the annual proxies can be assimilated by updating the ensembles103

for each year spanning the length of each particular proxy. Proxies representing differently104

averaged time intervals can be assimilated by averaging over the prior ensembles for the105

time intervals defined by the proxy. For example, a proxy value representing information106

over the years 1700-1720 would update the prior ensembles averaged in time over that107

same interval. This approach proceeds by assimilating each proxy over its full time extent.108

For the second illustration, consider the situation where climatic observations are avail-109

able at regular monthly and decadally averaged intervals. The prior ensemble may be110

composed of monthly averaged climate states from a climate model simulation or a re-111

analysis product. In this situation, assimilation may proceed in specific, regular, intervals,112

defined by the coarsest time scale (decadal). Specifically, all the decade-averaged obser-113

vations in a particular decade are assimilated, followed by all of the monthly observations114

within this decade. This approach yields a computational cost savings in that operations115

are only made on a specific time interval, for all observations in that interval, before116

proceeding to the next interval. This second approach can be employed across any num-117

ber of time scales, but is illustrated here with only two time scales. We emphasize that118

both of these implementations are only two illustrative examples of the general algorithm119

described above.120

In all of the experiments shown here we also use a “no-cycling” or “offline” DA approach,121

where the prior ensembles are drawn from existing climate model simulations. This ap-122
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proach has vast computational benefits over a “cycling” or “online” approach where one123

must integrate an ensemble of climate model simulations forward in time after each DA124

update step. Moreover, one may use very large ensembles in the no-cycling case, which125

helps minimize sampling error. It is also advantageous to use this approach when the126

predictability time limit of the model is shorter than the time scale of the observations.127

Nevertheless, the approach outlined here generalizes to the online approach by cycling on128

the shortest time scale, and updating longer time scales at the end of the appropriate129

interval.130

3. Application to Initialized Decadal Prediction

We assess the ability of multi-scale DA to provide accurate analyses of the high- and131

low-frequency components of the AMOC in a context where reliable observations in the132

atmosphere and/or ocean are available. Experiments are performed using a spatially133

averaged representation of the North Atlantic coupled atmosphere–ocean system discussed134

in [Tardif et al., 2013]. Spatially averaged variables are derived from gridded output from135

the “Last Millennium” simulation of the Community Climate System Model, version 4136

(CCSM4) [Landrum et al., 2013] performed within the Coupled Model Intercomparison137

Project Phase 5 (CMIP5) [Taylor et al., 2012]. Despite its simplifications, the analogue138

incorporates key elements of the real climate system, such as interacting fast atmospheric139

and slow oceanic components. An AMOC index, defined as the maximum value of the140

overturning streamfunction in the north Atlantic between 30◦N and 70◦N and between141

depths of 500 m and 2000 m, is taken as the variable describing the time-varying strength142

of the overturning circulation. Other key analogue variables are ocean temperature and143
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salinity values, area-averaged over the subpolar North Atlantic. For the atmosphere, the144

mean sea level pressure (MSLP) averaged along the transect across the Atlantic at 40◦N145

is considered as a proxy representing wind variability, along with the meridional heat flux146

from transient atmospheric eddies across the same transect. We choose these variables147

because they exhibit the strongest correlations with the AMOC index, at short (monthly)148

and long (decadal) time scales respectively (see Fig. 1).149

A perfect model framework is used, where assimilated observations are derived from150

true states (i.e. CCSM4-derived low-order variables) on which Gaussian random error151

is added. Raw observations are defined as monthly values, corresponding to the output152

interval of model states in the CMIP5 database. The standard-deviation of the added153

error corresponds to 10% of the climatological standard-deviation in the true states. This154

small signal-to-noise ratio defines uncertainty characteristics roughly corresponding to155

modern-era observations. Two scenarios of data availability are considered: one where156

subpolar upper ocean temperature and salinity are available for assimilation together157

with MSLP, and a second where only atmospheric observations are available (i.e. MSLP158

and meridional eddy heat flux). For each scenario, three coupled DA configurations are159

compared: (1) raw observations of all variables (MSLP with either ocean temperature and160

salinity or atmospheric meridional eddy heat flux) are assimilated monthly, (2) these same161

observations are assimilated as time averages calculated over 50-yr intervals and (3) only162

those variables that correlate most strongly with the AMOC at slow time scales (ocean163

temperature and salinity or atmospheric meridional eddy heat flux) are assimilated as164
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50-yr time-averaged values, followed by monthly assimilation of raw MSLP observations.165

All DA experiments are carried out with an ensemble size of 100 time-averaged members.166

We note that for each DA configuration, the end product corresponds to monthly AMOC167

estimates. Following the technique outlined in section 2, the monthly AMOC estimates168

are obtained either simply by adding the deviations from the time mean back onto the169

time-average update in the case of DA of 50yr-averaged observations only, configuration170

(2), or directly resulting from DA at the monthly time scale, configurations (1) and171

(3). To compare the results at different time scales, we upscale these state estimates by172

calculating running averages over longer averaging intervals. The skill of these analyses173

in representing AMOC variability at various time scales is shown in Fig. 2 using the174

“coefficient of efficiency” (CE) metric.175

The analyses resulting from monthly DA of MSLP and oceanic observations show176

rapidly decreasing skill with increasing averaging time scales, with no skill at annual177

and longer scales (Fig. 2a). In contrast, analyses composed of updated 50-yr averages178

superimposed with background monthly deviations from the time mean show little skill179

at sub-annual time scales, with increasing accuracy for longer time scales. Multi-scale180

DA produces analyses of equivalent skill at interannual and longer scales compared to181

single-scale 50-yr DA while being slightly more skilful at short scales than the single-182

scale monthly DA. Remarkably similar results are obtained in the atmosphere-only DA183

experiment (Fig. 2b), suggesting that observations of key atmospheric variables (e.g. the184

meridional eddy heat flux) contain valuable information on low-frequency AMOC vari-185

ability when assimilated as time averages over appropriately chosen time scales.186
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4. Application to Paleoclimate Reconstruction

We now consider how our DA technique may be applied to reconstruct the AMOC187

using pseudoproxy experiments (PPEs). PPEs provide a synthetic, controlled testbed188

for paleoclimate reconstruction techniques (see Smerdon [2012] for a review). PPEs are189

conceptually similar to the approach employed in the previous section: (1) Pseudoproxies190

at characteristic proxy locations are generated by adding Gaussian random error to time191

series drawn from the true state. (2) The DA algorithm is then employed to reconstruct192

the true state given only a prior state estimate and the pseudoproxies. As in the previous193

section, the prior ensemble is randomly drawn from the CCSM4 last millennium simulation194

such that the time-averaged ensemble has 100 members and the reconstruction applies to195

the entire 1000 year simulation. In contrast to the previous section, the CCSM4 output is196

kept at its original spatial resolution. To test model dependence, we also tried using model197

output from the Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory coupled model (GFDL-CM3)198

instead of CCSM4 and found similar results (not shown).199

In this section we show the results of three PPEs, which use only atmospheric sur-200

face temperature pseudoproxies to reconstruct the entire AMOC variable (the meridional201

overturning mass streamfunction in the Atlantic basin) including the same AMOC index202

discussed in the previous section. The three reconstructions are of annual AMOC using203

(1) 1-year-average pseudoproxies only, (2) 20-year-average pseudoproxies only, and (3)204

both 1- and 20-year-average pseudoproxies. The results are not sensitive to the specific205

choice of the longer time scale of 20 years; one to several decades give similar results206

and the choice of 20 years is only illustrative, not necessarily optimal in any sense. The207
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locations of the pseudoproxies are shown in Figure 3. The annual pseudoproxies are the208

same as in [Steiger et al., 2014], which is a representative network based on the prox-209

ies in [Mann et al., 2008]. The 20-year pseudoproxy locations are taken from [Marcott210

et al., 2013], a low resolution reconstruction of global average temperature during the211

Holocene. Each reconstruction uses pseudoproxies with a signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of212

1, with SNR ≡
√
var(X)/var(N), and where X is a grid-point temperature series drawn213

from the true state and N is an additive noise series, and var is the variance. For the time-214

averaged pseudoproxies, the time series is averaged first before noise is added. A value215

of SNR = 1 is generally considered optimistic for most paleoclimate proxies [Smerdon,216

2012], but the above definition assumes that the signal is purely temperature and it does217

not take account of fact that physically-based proxy forward models (as generally used218

in DA-based reconstruction approaches) tend to favorably increase the SNR by encoding219

additional climate information. Moreover, an optimistic estimate of the SNR would be220

consistent with the idealizations of the previous section.221

Figure 4 shows reconstructions of the AMOC index for the three PPEs, with corre-222

sponding skill measures at different time scales; the skill, correlation (r) and CE, is here223

computed as a function of moving average. At a 50-year moving average, the multi-scale224

experiment, where both 1- and 20-year proxies are assimilated, improves on the 20-year-225

only reconstruction by a factor of 1.2 and on the 1-year-only reconstruction by a factor226

of 2.5 in the stringent CE metric (panels (a),(c), and (f)). Figure 4 generally shows that227

the 1-year DA experiment is unable to capture much low-frequency variability, and the228

20-year DA experiment is unable to capture the high-frequency variability, while doing229
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DA with our method on both 1- and 20-year time averages more skilfully captures both230

low and high frequency variability of the AMOC index.231

Figure 5 shows the corresponding spatial skill of the three reconstructions of the entire232

AMOC variable with corresponding box-plot summaries. Panels (a)-(d) show the CE skill233

at 1-year resolution while panels (e)-(h) show the CE skill after computing the 20-year234

moving average of the originally annual reconstructed states. Figure 5(h) shows that235

at a 20-year moving average, the multi-scale experiment has a median field skill value236

that is 1.3 times greater than the 20-year only reconstruction and is 2.9 times greater237

than the 1-year-only reconstruction. Like Figure 4, these results show that the multi-238

scale experiment has similar skill compared to the 1-year-only experiment at annual time239

scales, but that the skill significantly improves with longer time scales. These results also240

show, as suggested by Kurahashi-Nakamura et al. [2014], that given a representative prior241

ensemble, the AMOC can be reconstructed using observations of surface variables alone.242

5. Conclusions

This paper has shown that AMOC state estimates can be obtained through a novel243

multi-time scale DA technique. Using both idealized and pseudoproxy DA experiments,244

it is shown that the assimilation of atmospheric and/or oceanic observations averaged over245

short intervals fails to provide accurate estimates of AMOC variability at interannual and246

longer scales. In contrast, accurate estimates of the AMOC can be obtained by incor-247

porating both high- and low-frequency climate observations. From a decadal prediction248

perspective, our results suggest that better AMOC initializations could be obtained by249

assimilating observations over both short (monthly) and long (decadal) time intervals.250
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Additionally, in both idealized and pseudoproxy experiments we show that it is possible251

to accurately recover the state of the AMOC using observations from the atmosphere252

alone.253
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Figure 1. Correlations between low-order oceanic and atmospheric variables and the maximum

AMOC index, for various averaging times, diagnosed from the CCSM4 Last Millenium CMIP5

simulation.
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Figure 2. Coefficient of efficiency (CE) characterizing the ensemble-mean analyses of the

AMOC index obtained from the assimilation of mean-sea-level pressure (MSLP), along with

(a) oceanic temperature and salinity observations or (b) meridional atmospheric eddy heat flux.

Three experiments are summarized: all observations assimilated as monthly values (black) ; 50yr-

averaged observations (light blue); multi-scale assimilation: monthly MSLP and 50-yr averaged

oceanic temperature and salinity or eddy heat flux observations (red).
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Figure 3. Pseudoproxy locations for the two time scales of the experiments. The 20-year-

average locations (n = 59) correspond to proxy locations used in Marcott et al. [2013] and the

1-year-average locations (n = 88) are based on a characteristic network of annually resolved

proxies drawn from Mann et al. [2008].
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Figure 4. Reconstructions of the AMOC index for the three experiments discussed in the text

with DA time scales of 1 year only (a), 20 years only (c), and both 20 and 1 years (e). The

reconstruction is shown in red and the true state in black. Skill measures defined by correlation

(r, blue line) and coefficient of efficiency (CE, green line), for each reconstruction as a function

of moving average are shown in panels (b),(d), and (f).
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Figure 5. Spatial skill for the full AMOC (meridional overturning mass streamfunction in the

Atlantic basin) reconstructions at the original 1-year resolution (a)-(c) and at a 20 year moving

average (e)-(g). Box plots (d) and (h) for each row summarize the distribution of CE values in

each spatial plot.
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